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May 16, 2020
CORONAVIRUS BAD FOR HUMANS, BUT MAYBE GOOD FOR DEER: In February
and March there were no reports of deer being hit by vehicles in Town and Country.
That is very unusual. Chesterfield is four times the size of Town and Country, has
roads in semi-rural areas and along the banks of the Missouri River, plus an interstate
highway. In April Chesterfield had no reports of deer hit by cars, found on the side of
the road dead or impaled on backyard swimming pool fences.
The COVID-19 pandemic has drastically reduced the amount of traffic.

Here are the reports for April:
TOWN AND COUNTRY
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2020 Town and Country Deer v Vehicles Jan-April 2020 9
I-270 2
I-64
1
Clayton Road east of Mason Rd 1
Clayton Road west of Mason Rd 0
Mason Road North of Clayton Road
Mason Road South of Clayton Road
South Outer 40 1
Weidman Road 2

1
1

There were no car-deer crashes in February and March, but there were dead deer,
usually dying after impaling themselves on swimming pool fences after misjudging a
jump.
January 2020
January 2020
February 2020
March 2020

Animal Care Service
7 Dead Der Removal
December work billed in January
Animal Care Services
2 Dead Deer
January work billed in Feb
Animal Care Services
3 Dead Deer removal
Animal Care Services
2 Dead Deer removal

$700
$200
$300
$200

There is a non specific mention as a cost cutter making the rounds at City Hall to cut
remaining deer management programs. The culling by sharpshooters happened in
January and February. The only deer management item I’m aware of is dead deer
removal from yards, pool fences and private streets. This is an email from Ald. Lindsey
Butler to City Administrator Bob Shelton asking for an explanation.
Deer management: list states stop remaining costs. What does this entail? What are we not going to be
doing for the remainder of the year?

I also followed up with an email making a similar request. By Wednesday evening
neither of us have heard back.
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CHESTERFIELD:
From: Mike Ryffel
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 12:57 PM
To: Ray Johnson <RJohnson@chesterfield.mo.us>
Subject: April 2020 Deer Report
During the month of April, there were no reported vehicle collisions, Animal Destruction Reports, or
Deer Tags.
Police Officer Michael Ryffel
Certified CALEA Accreditation Manager/Project Management Officer
Chesterfield Police Department
Bureau of Administrative Services

2020 Chesterfield Deer v Vehicles Jan 01 to April 30
I-64
2
Hwy 141 2
Chesterfield Parkway 2
Clarkson Road 2
Clayton Road 2
Conway Rd 1
Justus Post Rd 1
Kehrs Mill Rd 1
Ladue Road 1
Olive Blvd 2
Wild Horse Creek Rd 2
Woods Mill Road 1
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APRIL ARRESTS IN TOWN AND COUNTRY: Thanks to the stay at home order and
the coronavirus there were not many people out, including criminals and drunk drivers.
Over a 30-day period the Town and Country Police only had SEVEN ARRESTS!
Several years ago with an active Highway Traffic Unit T&C would have 30-plus arrests a
month. After pulling officers off of stationary interstate highway enforcement the
numbers went down. You add that to the amount of people staying at home and not
driving you have a record low month for arrests.

Jennifer Cherry

05/02/20
06/01/19
04/21/19
10/05/18
04/21/17
04/04/17
03/21/17
02/23/17
12/16/16

DWI, Imp Lane Use, Expired Op License pending
Town & Country PD
Possession of Controlled Sub dept name note provided with mug shot
Stealing, Trespassing pending
Kirkwood PD
Stealing dept name not provided with mug shot
Speeding Guilty 2-days jail
MO Hwy Patrol
Stealing dept name not provided on mug shot
Driving While Revoked Guilty 17-days jail
MO Hwy Patrol
Driving While Revoked Guilty 17-days jail
MO Hwy Patrol
Possession Control Sub dept name not provided on mug shot
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08/31/16
08/01/15
07/03/14
08/05/13
01/23/13

Driving Suspended, Exp Lic Plate, No Ins warrant
Misd Receiving Stolen Property Guilty 60-days jail
Speeding Guilty $146 fine
Speeding, No Op License Guilty Fines
Speeding Guilty $150 fine

Lincoln Dibler
04/28/20 DWI, Speeding pending

Jefferson Co SO
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol

Town & Country PD

Lincoln Dibler

Corey Roberts
04/19/20 Felony Drug Possession pending
Town & Country PD
03/17/18 Forgery Guilty probation
St, Clair PD
08/19/17 Felony Drug Possession Guilty Probation
MO Hwy Patrol
02/20/17 Felony Drug Poss, Misd Marij Poss Guilty Probation Byrnes Mill PD
01/23/17 Felony Drug Poss, DWI Guilty Probation
Jefferson Co SO

Crystal Morgan

Todd Turall 2XX Appaloosa Chesterfield MO Lawyer, refused to take Breath Test

TOWN AND COUNTRY LEGAL BILL: Below is the bill for Legal Services from March
of 2020 submitted by the city’s law firm for payment on May 11, 2020
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$11,436
Below is the hourly bill:
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96 MPH, NO FINE AND NO POINTS. TOWN AND COUNTRY JUSTICE: If you are
poor or rich you should not be doing 96 MPH on Wednesday October 28 at 9:30 in the
morning on I-270.
But what is really sad is when you are cited and you don’t have to pay a fine or get any
points. You hire a lawyer, which many poor people cannot afford to do. The lawyer
moves the case to St. Louis County Associate Circuit Court. There Town and Country
Prosecutor Ed Sluys has no problems with a deal of pleading guilty with no fine, nopermanent public record and no-points for a SIS probation term. The driver Kristen
Morgan (driving a 3-year-old Chevy Silverado pickup truck) did have to do 36 hours of
community service and go to a Driver Improvement Class.
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TOWN AND COUNTRY GOING INTO THE BANKING BUSINESS: For just a minute it
looked like Town and Country would not be going into the Banking Business by giving
$225,103 Bryn Wyck, a partially gated subdivision in Ward 4 in the land of the rich,
between Conway Road and Ladue Road.
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This would be an ordinance to establish a Community Improvement District where the
city would lend a subdivision money for an improvement (usually a road repair) and the
subdivision would charge the residents and repay the city with interest. The ordinance
requires a repayment over three years at a 3.5% interest rate. The subdivision is happy
because it is cheaper than a bank loan.
The Finance Director Pam Reitz is okay with it because the city is getting a much lower
return from banks on its money.
However, between the mayor’s Town Square Project costing $10,000,000 or $4.5m
over budget and the sudden loss of sales tax revenue due to businesses shut down for
over two months because of the conoravirus pandemic the question arises “should the
city be reducing its reserves by making loans when the money might be needed for
everyday operation?”
For the ordinance to pass it needed five votes, Ald. Lindsey Butler and Barbara Ann
Hughes voted against it. Tiffany Frautschi did not vote NO. Instead she abstained from
voting, which in this case is the same as a NO vote. Ald. Pam Holman was about to
abstain also, which would mean the ordinance would fail. But at the last minute she
asked City Attorney Steve Garrett what abstaining from a vote meant. (It was difficult for
me to believe an elected official did not know the definition of “Abstain.”
Garrett said it meant you didn’t understand the proposal. Of course you pay a city
attorney the big bucks to provide the wrong answers. Here is the definition from
Webster’s:

Definition of abstain
intransitive verb
1: to choose not to do or have something : to refrain deliberately and often with an effort
of self-denial from an action or practice abstain from drinking
2: to choose not to vote

“To choose not to vote” certainly is not being ignorant of the facts.
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Apparently based on Garrett’s wrong definition Holman suddenly voted for it. The CID
loan passed 5-3. HAD IT BEEN TIED Mayor Dalton could have broken in the tie. In the
past on some issues he has ABSTAINED and allowed the matter to fail. I think he
would have voted for this one, which would have left him responsible if the money was
badly needed now for daily operations during the COVIS recession/depression.

Noah Webster
ONCE AGAIN NO DISCUSSION OF MONEY ISSUES: The Aldermanic meeting was
over in 27 minutes. Not once did the fact of large revenue shortfalls hitting the city and
the spending of reserve funds for the day-to-day operation was addressed by the staff
or elected officials.
CANCELLATIONS STILL A SEMI SECRET.
Website you will see:

If you go to the Town and Country

You click on this and you will see “New Flash” dated March 16, 2020 that does not
actually list any specific cancellations.
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I accidently found a list of cancellation. It was not posted on the website under
Cancellations. I found it under the Parks Commission Agenda.

3.Events Updates (June Concert and Fire & Ice Cancelled; Fireworks Tentatively
Scheduled for Fall Festival, November 7, 2020;4.Program Updates-All have been
postponed. Revenue generating programs that can follow St. Louis County
guidelines will start back up May 18.
Bricks for Kids making art using Legos was a pay kids program that was scheduled from
June 18 to August 21. It has all been cancelled. If you cancel the fireworks and Fire
and Ice event on June 20 for public health and safety, I’m not sure how you can have
other activities scheduled.

SHORT TERM ALDERWOMEN EARNING HER PAY (THAT SHE IS GIVING BACK):
Ald. Lindsey Butler has two more meetings and then she is done, having decided not to
run for reelection. She is not going out with a whimper and one can hope she becomes
her replacement’s (Fritz Wiesenhan) occasional admin aide, as she is so good at
digging out questionable moves.
Here is an email she sent out to her fellow elected officials and staff:
From: Lindsey Butler [mailto:lindseybutlersgirls@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 11:56 AM
To: Ryan Mortland; Ald Pam Holman; Ald Sue Allen; Ald Tiffany Frautschi; Ald Jonathan Benigas; Ashley
McNamara; Bob Shelton; Jeff Wittmaier; Mayor Jon Dalton; Richard Hughes; Ald. Lindsey Butler
Subject: Fwd: Potential Budget Reductions.xlsx
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All,
Since we are very limited on time to speak and meet publicly, I am sending over my opinion on several
items including the potential budget reduction list.
First, regarding the work sessions that were brought up at the Monday meeting. I actually prefer no
work session as we are then talking during the meeting where it counts and should just be allowed to
debate more. This is the operation of other cities. All debate happens on the dais, not pre-meeting
where most of the public don’t attend. If the work session is brought back during virtual meetings then I
recommend that we don’t discuss the agenda for the evening, but discuss the items that we have been
recently putting under “other” or when items are urgent, but not on agenda. This is the way that our city
held meetings prior to the last 15 years and it allowed open discussion and more info to be shared.
Additionally, many aldermen have requested an open budget review and update and we haven’t had
that, yet. For those new aldermen, we have the authority to hold a special meeting and post it for the
public. I am willing to make this happen if there is support.
On to the budget reductions:
1) City should immediately write structured parameters for CIDs. We currently do not have any and
several residents have said that we allowed the tail to wag the dog by letting the applicant write their
CID and having them be the ones to explain it when questions were asked. I agree that if an alderman is
asked about a specific city policy and funding that the expert should be the governing body that made
the CID not the one applying. The applicant is the expert on their project not the process/ regulation of
the city.
2) potential list for reductions: I am waiting to hear back on which reductions have actually taken place
and which are just options. For feedback from an alderman, I offer the followings suggestions.
A. Chamber meetings should not have more than one, maybe two, attendees from the city going
forward even when we are in better financial shape. There has previously been an aldermanic rep and I
am unsure who it is currently.
B. Eliminate cost for Mayor coffees for remainder of 2020. These can be held for free if needed.
C. Group Board Photo- $600 is too high anyway. I once again offer up that we consider using a
different photog to ensure best pricing and to avoid look of favoritism( during the Board meeting when
this was discussed last year, we were told we use him because he is our “friend”). Time to switch it up.
D. The tax collection fee($300) for the admin of the CID needs to always be charged to the CID and
not paid by city.
E. If we haven’t used contractor for prof services in 2019 nor public outreach for PW in 2019,
eliminate these going forward from the budget and don’t have that money as placeholders. If the need
ever arose, which it seems that it doesn’t often, then come to the Board and ask for the $.
F. Road sealing-$175,000. These are public roads that we are deferring to seal for 2021 or 2022. I
can say from experience on my own streets that the costs to repair will go up.
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G. Stormwater maintenance and larger projects: Total$358,000 delayed until 2021. Do the people
who were slated to be fixed this year know that we are considering delaying them?
H. Deer management: list states stop remaining costs. What does this entail? What are we not
going to be doing for the remainder of the year?
Stay well, everyone! I know that I am enjoying the time with family and teaching my three daughters.
Lindsey
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WHY IS OLD CHESTERFIELD ROAD DOWN TO ONE LANE? Because it is about
to collapse! See photos:
$550,000 FOR CULVERT REPAIR UNDER OLD CHESTERFIELD ROAD. ROAD IS
CLOSED TO ONE-LANE ONLY UNTIL REPAIRS ARE DONE: On Monday May 4, the
City Council approved $550,000 to be paid to the Gershensen Construction to repair the
culvert that is failing under Old Clarkson Road. Gershensen was the low bid for the work
at $522,000 the city added a contingency of $35,000.
The road, about 1,000 feet from the entrance to the city’s lone trailer park, is reduced to
one lane. The sign on WB Old Chesterfield Road announcing “Right Lane Closed
Ahead” is a lie! It is actually the left lane (Eastbound lane) that is closed.
14
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

TUESDAY May 5, 2020

WEDNESDAY May 6, 2020
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20-1575: DOMESTIC ASSAULT 4th-Willow Weald Path: Resident assaulted his wife by striking
her in the face during an argument. Resident arrested; Muni Warrant will be applied for on 0507-2020.

THURSDAY MAY 7, 2020

05/07/20
01/10/19

DWI pending
Felony DWI Refused Breath Test pending
Dail to Drive on Right Side of Road

Chesterfield PD
St. Louis CO PD

20-1577-Larceny report Chesterfield Pkwy.-Employee received message from someone on his
phone directing him to take money from till and send it to them. The suspect in this case took
$4,000 put it into his account and electronically transferred it to the caller. Warrant application
to be made on the employee.
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20-1581: TRAFFIC ACCIDENT-Clarkson Rd/Baxter Rd: 5 car accident resulted in the closure of
S.B. Clarkson RD for approximately 40 min.; Moderate injuries reported.

20-1583: DWI-Edison Ave.- Traffic Officer arrested a motorist for DWI.

20-1585: DOMESTIC ASSAULT 4th- Ferncreek Dr: Resident arrested after striking her husband
on the head with multiple items causing a minor head injury; Medical attention refused.
Suspect reported to be drinking prior to assault. Muni Warrant will be applied for on 05-082020.

Destiny Reddick is an ast. Professor of education at Maryville University

No Report- A resident on Greencastle Dr. reported her boyfriend left their condo in a blue
BMW and was intoxicated. She thought he may have hit her car, which was parked in the
driveway. Later she decided the damage was very minor and didn’t want a report.
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20-1587 The subject who left the condo on Greencastle Dr. in a blue BMW was involved in a
serious accident at Clayton Rd. and Straub Rd. The BMW, westbound on Clayton Rd., left the
roadway at high speed. It missed several trees and vaulted out of a ditch, wrecking the car,
deploying all airbags and damaging an Ameren pole. The driver suffered multiple, non-lifethreatening injuries and was conveyed to Mercy.
20-1587 The driver of the BMW was obviously intoxicated and admitted drinking a large
amount of Vodka. Blood was obtained at Mercy and a DWI warrant will be sought when the
blood is analyzed.
Scott Hollinger
05/07/20 DWI pending
Chesterfield PD
08/09/19 Domestic Assault Guilty 1 year SIS probation term
Brentwood PD
No Report- A resident on Mill Spring Dr. reported a man walking in the subdivision without
shoes. The subject was located and clearly had emotional issues. He lived with his parents on
Chesterfield Bluffs and said he had walked from there. The subject was taken home and it was
confirmed that he was a late night wanderer.
FRIDAY MAY 8

20-1588 A suspicious vehicle was stopped for traffic charges on Olive Blvd. near Swingley
Ridge by the Extra “X” Patrol Unit. The vehicle was occupied by four subjects, all had traffic
warrants from area agencies. None of the agencies would pick-up. One of the passengers was in
possession of a glass marijuana pipe and was issued a summons. The driver was a convicted
felon, with numerous arrests for Assault, Robbery, Burglary, Drugs and UUW. He was in
possession of two Glock pistols and five magazines, two were extended capacity (30 rounds).
He also had 32 capsules of Fentanyl (Referred to as “Grey Death”) and 5 hydrocodone capsules.
In addition, he had five $100 counterfeit bills and $711 cash. The driver was under the influence
of drugs and refused a breath or blood test. The driver was charged with: DWI, Possession of
Controlled Substances and Felon in Possession of a Firearm.
Aaron Huffman No record found
Lenard B. Jones
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05/08/20
08/27/19
12/02/15
10/01/11
12/01/10
06/19/94

DWI, Fel Drug Possession, Poss of Counterfeit Money, Chesterfield PD
Felon in Poss of Firearms pending
Speeding, No Valid DL, No Ins. Warrant
St. Louis City PD
Imp Lane Use, No Ins, Drive While Revoked warrant Bellefontaine Neighbors PD
Felony Drug Possession Guilty probation
Brentwood PD
Felony Drug Possession Guilty Probation
St. Louis City PD
2-counts Armed Robbery, Guilty 15 years prison
St. Louis City PD

20-1589-Pedestrian struck Chesterfield Pkwy and Wildhorse Creek. Worker was walking
through parking lot when a truck pulled forward striking the pedestrian knocking him down. A
positive side to this report is that two other workers noticed the accident and pulled the victim
out from in front of the truck before the truck which had begun to move forward ran over him.

20-1593- Sudden Death Vernon House Ct.. 94yr. old female was found deceased in her home
after friends checked on her after no communications in the past two days. It appears that her
last activity was documented on May 5th.
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20-1595: FRAUD-Picardy Lane: Resident reports she responded to an online ad to purchase a
pet. Resident later realized she was scammed out of $1,700.00.

SATURDAY May 9, 2020

20-1597 At 1:00AM, Extra “X” Patrol Officers stopped three teenagers walking through
apartment parking lots on Black Birch and Ardmore Creek. One of the teens had a flashlight.
They were released to their parents and will be referred to Family Court for Curfew Violation.

20-1598 A motorist was stopped for speeding on W/B I-64 and a small amount of marijuana
discovered. The driver was issued a ticket for the traffic violation and a summons for the
marijuana.
Kayleigh Draper

Draper’s Facebook intro:

05/09/20
12/22/13

Kayleigh Draper’s facebook photo
Possession of Marijuana pending
Chesterfield PD
Possession of Stolen Propoety Guilty probation revoked O’Fallon PD
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20-1599 - Destruction of Property report Two vehicles on Rustic Oak Road had a tire slashed
or punctured, there were no witnesses or evidence located, ID officers processed the scene and a
report was completed. It should be noted three juveniles who were walking through apartment
parking lots, were stopped by officers of this department during the overnight hours prior to this
report. Refer to report number

20-1601: LARCENY-100 THF BLVD- SEU Officer responded to a shoplifting call. Suspect
concealed a small amount of merchandise and was released from the scene with a Summons.
Sarah J. Krippelcz AKA Sarah J Mills

O5/08/20 Stealing pending
03/14/19 Driving While Revoked pending
08/16/18 Stealing guilty probation revoked $150 fine
05/10/18 Felony Poss of Drugs pending
O5/12/14 DWI persistent guilty probation revoke prison sent

Chesterfield PD
MO Hwy Patrol
Washington PD
Maryland Heights PD
Union PD

20-1602: DWI-Clarkson Rd- Traffic Officer arrested a motorist for DWI.
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05/09/20
09/22/11
03/15/09
04/14/05
05/06/90

David Dunavant 15XXX Springrun Dr Chesterfield
DWI pending
Speeding guilty fine
Moving Violation reduced to Loud Muffler guilty fine
Following Too Closely guilty fine
Speeding guilty

Chesterfield PD
St. Louis CO PD
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol

20-1603 A vehicle was stopped for a routine traffic violation on I-64, near Timberlake Manor.
The driver had several outdated prescription vials with unknown capsules. The passenger had a
small packet of Fentanyl in his wallet. When the car was searched, several credit cards were
found, which are believed to be stolen. The trunk was full of clothes, many with tags still
attached, which are also believed to be stolen. At the time of the EOS the investigation is
continuing.

James Bass III
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05/10/20 Rec Stolen Property, Driving While Revoked, No Ins Chesterfield PD
01/02/19 Stealing pending
Florissant PD
01/04/19 Possession of Controlled Sub pending
Maryland Hts PD
05/13/18 Possession of Controlled Sub pending
St. Louis Co PD
11/02/17 No Drivers Lic, Stop Sign Vio warrants
Brentwood PD
10/30/16 Drug Violation pending
Ballwin PD
01/07/16 Speeding 20 MPH + Over, No Ins Guilty
Normandy PD
04/22/14 Careless Driving Guilty 2-days jail
MO Hwy Patrol
Michelle Barbaud 14XXX Pembury Chesterfield
05/10/20 Receiving Stolen Property pending
Chesterfield PD
05/05/20 Driving While Revoked pending
Chesterfield PD
02/12/19 Felony Poss of Meth pending
Sparta IL PD
01/04/19 2-counts Felony Drug Possession pending
Maryland Hts PD
11/05/17 Unlic Motor Veh
Maryland Hts PD

Chesterfield residence of Michelle Barbaud

SUNDAY MAY 10, 2020
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20-1605 call for Police on Heather Crest Dr. Male experiencing mental health crisis was
transported to Mercy Hospital. Suspect was also found to be in possession of drug
paraphernalia. Summons was issued

William J. Treadway
20-1606: Peace Disturbance-Chesterfield Airport Rd: Road Rage incident resulted in suspect
following victims to their place of employment where threats were made. Suspect was located,
issued a summons and released from scene.
20-1608: SUDEN DEATH-Crater Dr-Spouse found elderly husband unresponsive. Decedent is
believed to have suffered a heart attack.

TUESDAY MAY 12
20-1619 - Missing Person Report A 32 year old male that got evicted from his last residence
was staying with his brother on Kentmore Lane but then left the house two days ago and is not
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communicating with the family. The subject is believed to still be in the Chesterfield or Town
and Country area but homeless. If located the family wants to check on his welfare and possibly
help arrange for him to fly out to California to stay with his parents. Town and Country Police is
also familiar with the subject and will notify us if located.
20-1619 - Missing Person
Follow up from yesterday’s entry, the missing person was located by St. Peters PD, and they
were put in contact with the subjects mother in California and they are arranging to have the
subject flown there where the mother has arranged for care and treatment. The subject was
unharmed and in a normal mental state when contacted
20-1620 Lost Article - Employee of Delmar Gardens on Clayton reported that she lost her phone
at some point. Has since been replaced by her employer.

20-1621 Fraud - Victim reported finding out through a collection agency that an unknown
subject obtained a loan for $800 in 2018 using the victim's information.
WEDNESDAY MAY 13
Disturbance - Elk Ridge Lane
A couple going through a separation/divorce got into an argument when the new boyfriend of the
wife showed up in the apartment complex. Officers made contact with all parties involved and
were able to mediate the dispute. There was no physical contact on anybody’s part, only verbal
insults.

PLANNING & PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION MEETING FEATURES STUPID
STATEMENTS AS COUNCILMAN MOORE JOINS HURT IN OPPOSITION TO
CHURCH SIGN: This is getting to be stupid. At the Monday May 4 City Council
meeting Mayor Bob Nation had to break a 4-4 tie to allow the proposed digital sign for
the front of the Chesterfield Presbyterian Church on Clayton Road.
“The sign message changing every 30 minutes should not be noticeable,” said Tom
DeCampi at the Planning & Public Works Commission meeting on Thursday May 7.
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“I’m not sure you would not notice it change every 30 minutes, said Mike Moore. “If my
backyard is looking out at Clayton Road, I’m not sure it (the sign) wouldn’t be noticed.”
A few days earlier several people jumped on DeCampi for suggesting 10% pay cut for
all city employees during the loss of revenue because of the businesses shut down due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Now it is Moore’s turn. An overview photo of the church and nearby houses show no
one from any backyard can view the church sign. All the houses have view obstructions
like the Mormon Church, other Presbyterian church buildings and trees. In fact there is
only one house where you can see Clayton Road from the backyard, but it is at such an
angle you cannot see the church sign further west.

Tom DeCampi (left) and Mike Moore
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I’m just cannot find any way for anyone in nearby subdivisions to see this church sign
from their backyard. It seems like Councilman Moore is making Trump like claims of
people on their back patio being harassed by a digital sign that changes every 30
minutes that they cannot see.

THE CANDIDATE SURFACES: Chesterfield Ward-1 candidate Barron Rutledge is now
on Twitter with the same lack of information that he sent out on a post card in his race
against Mary Monachella. On his photo spread he claims the election happened on
April 7. But one of his tweets says it was moved to June 2. The one thing that is
missing is his position on any city issue. Of course Monachella is not pointing out her
position on issues either.

Barron Rutledge (@barron_rutledge) | Twitter
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If you go to Monachella’s listing as a councilwoman on the city’s website it almost reads
as a campaign piece. It doesn’t just list what she is doing for the city, it also gives a
rather detailed list of her past community association memberships.

MUSIC:
This week’s one song, one dog concert.

https://www.facebook.com/dean.christopher.169/videos/3067207760003302/UzpfSTEw
MDAwMTQyMzI1NTA5ODozMDY3MjIwNzkwMDAxOTk5/

MUSIC: You are staying at home. Take a break and enjoy Nicki Parrott (pronounce
Paroe)…my favorite jazz singer from Down Under.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6O2P1huSAhc&t=2059s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dy1Qq3_s05w&t=71s

MY FAVORITE OBIT PHOTOS:
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photo used by 87 yr-old

COMICS
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FROM CBC GRAD AND PULITZER PRIZE WINNER MIKE PETERS:
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